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A Molecular Trajectory of a-Actinin Activation
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Molecular Cell Biomechanics Laboratory, Department of Bioengineering, University of California, Berkeley, California
ABSTRACT The mechanisms by which living cells respond to mechanical stimuli are not yet fully understood. It has been sug-
gested that mechanosensing proteins play an important role in mechanotransduction because their binding affinities are directly
affected by the external stress. a-Actinin is an actin cross-linker and may act as a mechanosensor in adhesion sites. Its inter-
action with vinculin is suggested to be mechanically regulated. In this study, the free energy of activation is explored using the
umbrella sampling method. An activation trajectory is generated in which a-actinin’s vinculin-binding site swings out of the rod
domain, leading to approximately an 8 kcal/mol free energy release. The activation trajectory reveals several local and global
conformational changes along the activation pathway accompanied by the breakage of a number of key interactions stabilizing
the inhibited structure. These results may shed light on the role of a-actinin in cellular mechanotransduction and focal adhesion
formation.
INTRODUCTION
Cellular mechanotransduction, the process by which cells
sense mechanical signals and convert them to biochemical
signals, is critical to many biological functions including
adhesion to the extracellular matrix. In response to appro-
priate mechanical cues, cells produce large molecular
assemblies that function to attach the cytoskeleton to the
extracellular matrix (1,2). The biochemical signaling path-
ways that follow the formation of these focal adhesions
in response to the external mechanical perturbation have
been widely studied (1–4). However, the mechanism by
which the focal adhesions themselves are produced in
response to the mechanical perturbation remains largely
unclear (5). One possibility is the existence of molecular
mechanosensors—molecules whose structure and function
are regulated by mechanical cues from extra- and intracel-
lular environments (2). Several mechanosensing proteins
have been suggested, including integrin, talin, vinculin, fil-
amin, and a-actinin (4,6–10). Of these, a-actinin is particu-
larly important in that it is critical both to focal adhesion
formation and to cytoskeletal stability throughout the cell
(11). a-Actinin is linked to growing focal adhesions via its
interaction with vinculin. It also acts as a cross-linker for
actin filaments, a process that is putatively modulated by
vinculin. The interaction between a-actinin and vinculin is
crucial to both a-actinin functionality at focal adhesions
and its actin cross-linking activity (Fig. 1).

Structurally, a-actinin is an antiparallel dimer, with each
monomer having two calponin-homology (CH) domains at
the N-terminus, a central rod domain consisting of four
spectrin repeats (R1–R4), and a C-terminal head domain
consisting of a calmodulin-homology (CaM) domain (12).
The two CH domains can exist in either closed confor-
mation (where they are associated) or open conformation
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(where they are separated) (Fig. 1). The central spectrin
repeats are triple helical structures (A–C helices) (Fig. 1
b) arranged such that the first and second repeats (R1, R2)
of one monomer interact with the third and fourth of the
other (R3, R4), forming a stable rod-like structure (Fig. 2)
(12). The vinculin binding site (aVBS) is located at R4. In
the present structure of a-actinin, aVBS is cryptic and needs
to be activated and exposed to the solvent before vinculin
binding (2).

There are two muscle and two nonmuscle a-actinin iso-
forms (13,14). Skeletal muscle isoforms cross-link highly
parallel actin filaments and are regulated by phosphatidyli-
nositol-(4,5)-bisphosphate (PIP2). Nonmuscle isoforms are
present in actin networks and sensitive to Ca2þ, whereas
muscle isoforms are unable to bind Ca2þ (15,16). Non-
muscle isoforms are localized at adhesion sites (14,17).

Vinculin is a globular protein consisting of four head
domains (D1–D4) and a tail domain (Vt) (18). It binds to
important focal adhesion molecules such as a-actinin and
talin at its head domain (D1), whereas actin binding occurs
at the Vt domain. Vinculin activation is a critical process
that has been investigated both experimentally (19–23)
and computationally (7,8). These studies suggested that
the vinculin activation mechanism involves both talin and
actin and probably enhances vinculin binding to both part-
ners (8). It was proposed that a-actinin association also
induces vinculin activation (21); however, this mechanism
has remained elusive.

The available structure of a-actinin shows that aVBS is
cryptic and buried in the rod domain (Fig. 2) (9). Previous
studies have suggested that aVBS can become activated
either by the complete unraveling of the a-actinin structure
near aVBS (24) or by a specific conformational change in
which aVBS swings out of the interface between R1 and
R4 (9). The aVBS residues are inhibited from swinging
out due to hydrophobic contacts with other residues in the
rod domain. That site of aVBS, which interacts with the
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2012.08.044
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FIGURE 2 a-Actinin shown from two different viewpoints. The figure

shows aVBS inhibition in the original structure and our pulling mechanism

to activate it. (a) a-Actinin is an antiparallel homodimer consisting of

chain A (silver) and chain B (green). aVBS (purple) was pulled out of its

inhibited position using a constant velocity MD simulation. Residues

322–345 (yellow) in repeat R1 of chain B, residues 665–688 (ice blue),

and residues 641–660 (pink) in repeat R4 of chain A form the reference

group (Cas are shown by black spheres that were restrained during the simu-

lation). The aVBS is inhibited by the reference group as well as the CaM

domain (white). (b) The structure shown after the �90� rotation along the

x axis with respect to the top figure, emphasizing how aVBS is surrounded

by the reference group and consequently inhibited by it. At each window of

umbrella sampling, the pulling group containing aVBS is harmonically

restrained at distance d from the reference group. Because d is a scalar

and does not entitle any direction, the pulling group is free to move on

the surface of a hypothetical cylinder (shown in the figure) with radius d.

FIGURE 1 A cartoon model of a focal adhesion complex depicting the

role of vinculin and a-actinin. (a) The structural model of a-actinin shown

here is constructed by Liu et al. (12). a-Actinin has three main structural

domains: the CaM domain, the central rod domain with four spectrin

repeats, (R1–R4), and two calponin homology domains known as CH1

and CH2. (b) The triple helical structure of spectrin repeats (A–C helices)

form coiled-coil conformation. (c) The CaM domain contains four EF hand

motifs (EF12 and EF34). (d) The primary role of a-actinin is to cross-link

actin filaments, and vinculin is suggested to act as a reinforcing agent.

Vinculin, a-actinin, and talin build a physical connection between the

cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix.
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CaM domain, is also inhibited by hydrophobic interactions
in both conformations of CH domains but mostly in the
closed conformation (Fig. 1). Once activated, aVBS can
potentially interact with activated vinculin (9).

Aside from its role in focal adhesions, a-actinin is charac-
terized as an actin-filament cross-linker; parallel actin fila-
ments depend on a-actinin for maintaining their spatial
arrangement (25,26). The cytoskeleton continuously
sustains mechanical stresses and, as an actin cross-linker,
a-actinin is exposed to complex mechanical perturbations.
Vinculin has been suggested to act as a reinforcing agent
for the interaction between actin and a-actinin (7). In this
case, a-actinin would serve as a mechanosensor, signaling
vinculin to bind to it and reinforce its cross-linking role
when exposed to proper stresses. For this to be possible,
the activation of aVBS for binding to vinculin would have
to be mechanically regulated. Although both experimental
(27) and computational evidence (4,28) has been provided
to demonstrate the mechanisms by which other mechano-
sensors such as talin or vinculin are mechanically regulated,
no evidence has been given to support a-actinin’s mechano-
sensing behavior. Talin VBS is activated in a stepwise
fashion: First, tension in the rod domain causes torsion
near the VBS; then, the VBS rotates out of its core (4). Vin-
culin activation also follows a stepwise mechanism. First,
surface interaction with a nearby VBS is formed. Second,
tension from nearby actin-filaments separates D1 from the
rest of the vinculin molecule for binding to nearby VBS
(8). One can speculate that a-actinin activation follows a
similar stepwise procedure.

In this study, we investigate three possible scenarios
regarding a-actinin activation before vinculin binding: 1)
the available crystal structure of a-actinin is in an already
activated conformation and thus no further conformational
change is required, 2) external force is necessary to activate
Biophysical Journal 103(10) 2050–2059
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a-actinin, 3) no major force is needed and small biases in
the order of thermal energy may easily change the confor-
mation of the molecule. We investigate these possibilities
by calculating the free energy profile of the activation
process for smooth muscle a-actinin. Toward this task we
have generated a trajectory for aVBS activation. Moreover,
we discuss physiologically relevant mechanisms that may
lead to aVBS activation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

All simulations were performed using the molecular dynamics (MD)

package GROMACS (29) and the CHARMM27 force field (30).The struc-

ture of the entire a-actinin dimer was used for our simulations (PDB ID:

1SJJ) (12). A total number of 213,307 water molecules were added to the

system. As a result of the extended structure of the a-actinin molecule,

a triclinic box with vectors 45 � 15 � 10 nm3 was used that satisfied the

minimum image convention criterion in all directions (Fig. S1 in theSupport-

ing Material). The TIP3P water model, for which the CHARMM force

field is parameterized, was used in our simulations (31). The system con-

tained 54 negative charges that were neutralized by adding the same number

of sodium ions. Two salt-added simulations were performed with 50 and

150 mM of NaCl, which contained 204 and 612 extra ion pairs, respectively.

A timestep of 2 fs was used along with the LINCS algorithm for con-

straining bonds between hydrogens and heavy atoms (32). The electrostatic

interactions were calculated using the particle mesh Ewald method (33).

The structure was initially minimized for 500 steps using the steepest

descent algorithm (34). This was followed by further minimization with

the L-BFGS method (35) for 1000 steps to remove any remaining unfavor-

able contacts. Furthermore, the system was equilibrated in three stages. In

the first stage, the equilibration simulation ran for 10 ns in constant volume,

whereas all protein atoms were restrained in space using springs with

1000 kJ mol�1 nm�2 constant. The Nosé-Hoover thermostat (36,37) was

used to maintain the temperature at 310 K. In the second stage of equilibra-

tion, the system underwent 100 ps of MD in constant pressure and with the

same position restraints as the first step. The pressure was maintained at

a reference pressure of 1 bar using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat (38).

The final step of equilibration took 100 ps with the same set of parameters

as the second step except that all restraints were removed. This multilevel

equilibration reduces high fluctuations in the density of the system.

The umbrella sampling (39) method was used to calculate the potential

of mean force (PMF). A range of different spring constants were tested

(Fig. S2) for the umbrella potential and the value of 3000 kJ mol�1 nm�2

resulted in smooth, well-overlapped histograms. The reaction coordinate

was defined as the center of mass distance between the Ca atoms of residues

712 to 731 of the C-helix of chain A (the pulling group) and residues 641 to

660 along with residues 665 to 688 of chain A and 322 to 345 of chain B

(the reference group). The reference step for umbrellas was chosen to be

0.4 Å to optimize the overlap of the histograms (Fig. S3). At each umbrella

a 1 ns sampling was performed (Fig. S4), and the trajectory was saved every

0.2 ps. The final PMF was calculated using Grossfield’s WHAM code (40).

A pulling simulation with constant velocity was performed on the reac-

tion coordinate to observe the activation pathway. Reported results in this

study are with 0.005 nm/ps constant velocity. However, a lower velocity

simulation with 0.0005 nm/ps was performed to confirm the results. The

visual molecular dynamics software package (VMD) was used for all post-

simulation visualization and analysis (41).
RESULTS

It has been suggested that a-actinin activation involves
aVBS exposure from the hydrophobic core of the triple
Biophysical Journal 103(10) 2050–2059
helical structure of the R4 repeat in the rod domain (9).
To evaluate this hypothesis, we generated an activation
trajectory using MD simulation, which was then used to
calculate the PMF profile of the activation process. For
the first part of our study, the trajectory was produced using
constant velocity MD simulation for pulling aVBS against
its neighboring helices within the rod domain. Moreover,
the constant velocity pull was applied to aVBS, whereas
three neighboring helices of a-actinin rod domain (reference
group) were harmonically restrained. This trajectory was
then used to create initial configurations of the system later
used for umbrella sampling.

aVBS was initially buried in the rod domain and stabi-
lized by interactions with the neighboring helices. Previous
studies revealed that human aVBS is located at the C-helix
of R4 (residues 731–760). Sequence alignment of aVBS in
smooth muscle chicken isoform, which was used in this
study, with human a-actinin revealed a seemingly new range
of residues for chicken’s aVBS (706–739). Kelly et al.
observed vinculin binding to the CaM domain of a-actinin,
but specific residues were not identified. Therefore, we
speculated that the CaM domain serves as an initial
anchorage of the vinculin molecule, but full engagement
requires a-actinin activation (C-helix exposure). In this
study, aVBS was selected as the C-helix of R4 and residues
740–760 of the CaM domain, which are at the surface of the
first EF-hand motif (Fig. 1 c).

The activation process occurred in three subsequent steps:
i) bending of the rod domain due to force transmission from
the C-helix to the rod domain via the interactions between
the C-helix and its neighboring helices (Fig.3, panels c
and d), ii) movement of the CaM domain away from the
rod domain pulling the beginning of the C-helix out, and
iii) complete dissociation of the C-helix from the rod
domain, leaving the rod domain to recover the straight struc-
ture (Fig. 3, panels e and f). An overall twist in the active
structure was also evident in the rod domain compared to
the inactive structure, suggesting that twisting may also
contribute to the activation (Fig. 3).

To quantify the correlation between aVBS activation and
the strain experienced by the a-actinin molecule, we related
the local changes in the conformation to the more global
ones. In the first step of activation, none of the interactions
were broken but they worked in concert to transmit the force
from aVBS to the rod domain and resulted in bending of the
structure. In the second step, the first EF-hand motif was
dissociated from the rod domain. Specifically, a hydrogen
bond between Lys-763 in the CaM domain and Thr-738 at
the end of the C-helix was broken. This interaction was
partially responsible for holding aVBS in the inhibited posi-
tion. In addition, Gln-806 in the CaM domain was forced to
move away from His-662 in the A-helix of R4 disrupting
another hydrogen bond. The C-helix followed the first
EF-hand and became partially exposed. The C-helix is
initially stabilized by hydrophobic interactions within the



FIGURE 3 Conformational changes in the rod

domain of a-actinin along the trajectory. Ca atoms

of the reference group are marked with black

circles. (a) The initial frame of the simulation

(t ¼ 0) shows the inhibited state of aVBS in the

rod domain in the straight configuration of the

molecule. (b) aVBS, colored red, is inhibited by

helices in the rod domain. (c) In the first stage of

activation, the force is transmitted to the rod

domain via the hydrophobic interactions of the

C-helix with the rest of the rod domain. In this

stage, no interactions are disrupted but the mole-

cule undergoes bending. (d) Bending of the mole-

cule pushes the aVBS toward the surface of the

molecule because it is coupled with a twist in the

rod domain. (e) In the last stage of activation, all

the hydrophobic interactions between the C-helix

and the rod domain are broken and aVBS is

completely exposed to the solvent. (f) The twist

in the rod domain of the activated structure is

obvious compared to panel B. This twist is stabi-

lized by the formation of new interactions between

the two monomers in the absence of the C-helix.
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rod domain. As the C-helix was being pulled out, these
hydrophobic contacts were broken one by one from the
C-terminus to the N-terminus of the helix in a zipper-
like fashion. Interestingly, as each residue broke free from
its interactions, it was shifted one residue further and
formed a new short-lived interaction with the next residue
in the chain (Fig. 4). We suggest that formation of these
relatively short-lived interactions gives rise to transition
states that reduce the energy cost for a more global confor-
mational change. At the last step, salt bridges between
aVBS and helices in both the same and the opposite mono-
mers were disturbed. Specifically, Glu-712 and Arg-715 of
Leu-665. These short-term interactions distribute a large amount of energy re

provided as thermal atomic motions, which is consistent with the diffusive na
aVBS broke free from Arg-321 in R1 and Glu-690 in R4,
respectively.

The solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of aVBS
increased at the second stage of activation between 400
and 600 ps (Fig. 5 a). The SASA value was roughly con-
stant in the last stage of activation, which implied that salt
bridges were disrupted in this stage without a significant
impact on aVBS inhibition. The number of hydrogen bonds
within aVBS and the rod domain continuously decreased
over time showing that this type of interaction played an
important role in stabilizing aVBS in the rod domain
(Fig. 5 b).
FIGURE 4 Hydrophobic packing of aVBS

inside the rod domain. (a) The residues of C-helix

(706–739) interact closely with the A-helix

(660–688) in the initial configuration of the

system, forming a highly packed hydrophobic

region. (b) As the force is applied to aVBS,

hydrophobic interactions start to break from

the end of the C-helix close to the CaM domain.

First, as the contact between Ile-736 and Leu-

665 is disrupted, Val-732 shifts one residue

further, distorting its interaction with Leu-669

and forming a new one with Leu-665. The new

set of interactions reduces the energy cost for

placing the C-helix one residue further along

the A-helix. (c) Further pulling of the C-helix

against the rod domain dissociatesVal-732

from Leu-665 and puts Ile-729 in contact with

quired for a global conformational change among smaller energy packs

ture of the biological systems.

Biophysical Journal 103(10) 2050–2059



FIGURE 5 (a) SASA of aVBS shows a sharp

increase between 400 and 600 ps, which corre-

sponds to the second stage of the activation

process. It shows that aVBS is released after the

key hydrophobic interactions are distorted. The

last part of the graph is related to the third stage

of the activation process in which a few salt bridges

are broken. No significant increase in the SASA

value is displayed at this stage implying that these

salt bridges do not have a major effect on stabi-

lizing aVBS because they are located only at the

N-terminus of aVBS. (b) The number of hydrogen

bonds with aVBS continuously decreases over

time showing that hydrogen bonds are important

in stabilizing aVBS in the rod domain.
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According to the PMF profile, the system has two stages,
separated by a relatively sharp free energy drop of ~13kBT
(Fig. 6). The first two steps of activation occurred before
the energy drop, most likely because of an entropic increase
after the C-helix was partially exposed and the CaM domain
was freed from the rod domain.

The effect of salinity on the activation trajectory was ex-
plored by comparing the neutral system with 50 and 150 mM
additional salt concentrations added: salinity. The results
showed no substantial difference among these simulations
with regard to the activation trajectory. The solvent acces-
sible surface area of aVBS for these simulations overlapped,
showing that the activation rate is the same for all simula-
FIGURE 6 The PMF versus the reaction coordinate, which is defined as

the distance between the pulling group (consisting of the Ca-s of the resi-

dues 712 to 760 of chain A) and the reference group (consisting of the

Ca-s of residues 641 to 660 and 665 to 688 of chain A and residues 322

to 345 of chain B). The energy barriers in the left-hand side of the PMF

profile show breakage of the hydrophobic interactions and is followed by

a 13kBT energy drop resulting in complete exposure of aVBS.
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tions. Our results suggested that, because aVBS is stabi-
lized via hydrophobic interactions, the activation process
is mostly governed by the hydrophobic forces and not
electrostatic effects, and thus salinity had negligible effects
(Fig. S5). In addition, although a few salt bridges exist at
the farther end of the C-helix with respect to the rod domain
in the initial structure, they are buried in the hydrophobic core
of the protein and cannot be manipulated by the ions in the
system.

To test the reversibility of this activation trajectory, a 1 ns
equilibration was carried out on the structure of a-actinin
during which all restraints and pulling forces were removed.
During this simulation root mean-square deviation was
equilibrated and aVBS remained in its activated position.
During activation several rearrangements occurred within
the rod domain, stabilizing the activated structure. Most of
the hydrophobic residues dissociated from aVBS formed
a new interaction with neighboring helices that compen-
sated for the energy loss due to breakage. The structure
also regained its helicity, which was partially disrupted in
the process of force application. In addition, the conforma-
tional changes throughout the rest of a-actinin, e.g., exten-
sion in the connective loop between the ABD and the rod
domain, were not reversed. This result indicates that even
though an external force (or interaction) on aVBS is needed
to accelerate the activation process; the activated structure
will most likely be preserved for further interactions with
vinculin.

Our fully active structure of aVBS, obtained from the
equilibration simulation mentioned previously, was com-
pared to the crystal structure of aVBS in complex with vin-
culin generated by Bois et al. (9). The human aVBS in
complex with vinculin head was aligned to chicken’s
smooth muscle a-actinin in the activated conformation to
examine the consistency of vinculin head with the full-
length a-actinin. As Fig. S6 B shows, vinculin head matches
the activated a-actinin except for a small overlap with the
CaM domain denoted by a circle. This was expected
because in the complex, none of the space-filling structures
such as CaM and CH domains are present. Therefore, we do
not expect to see complete similarity between the structures.
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The helicity of aVBS is reduced in the activated structure
compared to the isolated aVBS increasing the root mean-
square deviation to 5 Å. However, the overall matching
between aVBSs is plausible (Fig. S6).

The activation trajectory was reproduced using a smaller
pulling velocity to measure the pulling rate effects on
the activation pathway. Simulation performed with
0.0005 nm/ps pulling rate—versus 0.005 nm/ps used
earlier—showed that significantly less force is required for
activation with a slower rate of pulling (Fig. S7). However,
using a smaller pulling velocity did not notably affect the
activation trajectory (Fig. S8) except for the expected obser-
vation that the conformational change took more time to
present.
DISCUSSION

a-Actinin is an essential cytoskeletal protein that plays
a primary role in cross-linking actin filaments. a-Actinin’s
interaction with vinculin plays a part in both reinforcing
focal adhesion sites and rearranging actin filaments. It has
been suggested that a-actinin activates vinculin by inserting
its binding site to the vinculin head and reorganizing helices
in that region (9). However, the present atomic structure
of a-actinin shows that aVBS is primarily inhibited in the
rod domain and thus a-actinin activation should precede
vinculin binding and vinculin activation (42). In this study,
we produced an activation trajectory consistent with the
hypothesis proposed by Bois et al., which resulted in the
complete exposure of aVBS to the solvent and was in
good agreement with the vinculin-aVBS complex resolved
by Kelly et al. (43). Our activation trajectory was then
used for calculating the PMF and measuring the free energy
difference between inactive and activated conformations. It
should be noted that the smooth muscle a-actinin isoform
was used in this study, which are PIP2-regulated, and not
known to directly participate in focal adhesions. However,
this model is currently the only complete atomic structure
available and thus the best candidate for conducting com-
putational studies on a-actinin activation and elucidating
a-actinin’s role in focal adhesions. The conformation of
ABDs and the CaM domain in the nonmuscle isoforms
might be different, which can affect the activation pathway
to some extent. On the basis of our results, we speculate that
the most important effect would emerge from the degree of
CaM association with the rod domain in the nonmuscle
isoform.

Referring to the PMF profile, the system has two stages
separated by an energy drop of ~13 kBT, i.e., activation
releases 8 kcal/mol of energy (Fig. 6). The conformational
changes related to activation mainly occurred before the
energy drop and resulted from breakage of a number of
hydrophobic contacts between the C-helix and its neigh-
boring helices within the rod domain that are responsible
for the fluctuations observed along the reaction coordinate.
Subsequently, a large segment of aVBS was dissociated
from the rod domain and became free to float into the
solvent, which in turn resulted in a relatively large entropic
raise of the system. Further aVBS pulling disrupted several
salt bridges at the end of the C-helix and aVBS was
completely exposed after 1 ns of pulling. Aligning the acti-
vated aVBS of our simulation to aVBS in complex with
vinculin resolved by Bois et al. revealed that the vinculin
head fits into the space between aVBS and the rod domain
in the full-length structure (Fig. S6 A). However, actin
binding and CaM domains on a-actinin cause partial steric
hindrance for vinculin head and limit its movement
(Fig. S6, B); therefore, even upon exposure aVBS should
make an angle large enough to provide sufficient space for
vinculin to be placed close to it and optimize binding.

Simulation of the activated structure in the absence of
constraints or forces showed the stability of the activated
aVBS structure. The a-actinin molecule reorganized itself
to adjust to conformational changes at each stage of activa-
tion and reduce the energy cost. For instance, several new
interactions were formed within the rod domain to com-
pensate for the missing stabilizing interactions with aVBS
after activation (Table S1). Interestingly, other parts of the
protein remained stable and intact. No interactions were
disrupted in ABD or between CaM and ABD. In fact,
ABD followed CaM because of the strong interaction
between them. The only other disrupted interaction was
between the connective loop from ABD to the rod domain,
and the CaM domain. This loop was mainly hydrophilic
and thus stable in solvent. It is worth noting that a-actinin
dimerization was maintained during activation, as suggested
previously (44).

The simulations used to produce the activation trajectory
were carried out with a 0.005 nm/ps pulling velocity, which
is substantially faster than the biological range of molecular
velocities inside of a living cell. For the umbrella sampling
simulations, the structure had been equilibrated at each
window and therefore the PMF calculations were indepen-
dent of the pulling velocity. To evaluate the effect of pulling
rate on our activation trajectory, another simulation with
0.0005 nm/ps pulling velocity was performed for 10 ns.
However, the force plot of the slow rate (0.0005 nm/ps) of
activation trajectory showed a 150 kJ/mol nm decrease
compared to the original trajectory (Fig. S7). This was
most likely because fewer interactions were perturbed at
each time and thus the force required to disrupt them
was relatively weaker in the high rate simulation. From
a thermodynamic perspective, the system had a longer
time to reorganize and equilibrate to a new structure at
each timepoint. Aligning two trajectories at similar stages
of activation reveals that aVBS follows the same activation
pathway in both cases (Fig. S8). Therefore, although our
initial pulling velocity was not in the biological range, it
resulted in a reasonable activation pathway consistent with
slower pulling velocities.
Biophysical Journal 103(10) 2050–2059



FIGURE 7 A model for a-actinin activation and its interaction with vinculin. Molecular structures (12,47) (right) are made comparable to the cartoon

models (left) by using the same color label for each molecular domain. The labels in a-actinin are as follows: CaM domain (cyan), CH domains (dark green),

R1 (yellow), R2 (blue), R3 (pink), and R4 (gray). Vinculin domains are labeled as: D1 (orange), D2 (green), D3 (ice blue), D4 (purple), and Vt (light blue).

(a) The inactive structure of the a-actinin molecule with the aVBS (red) inhibited in the rod domain. (b) A twist happens in the rod domain and aVBS

becomes partially exposed to the solvent, forming a weak interaction with vinculin. (c) Interacting with vinculin provides the free energy required for

activation. Consequently, aVBS swings out of the R4 spectrin and forms a complex with vinculin.
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An important conformational change observed while
generating the activation trajectory was the bending of the
a-actinin rod domain toward the exposed aVBS. The
harmonic force applied to pull out aVBS reached 600 kJ
mol�1 nm�1 at the end of the first stage of activation causing
the rod domain to bend. We previously showed that a-acti-
nin’s dominant mode is bending and bending can be
achieved with ~100 pN of force in MD simulations (45),
consistent with the results from this study.

It should be emphasized that the activation trajectory
reveals a correlation between conformational changes such
as bending and/or twisting and aVBS activation, but does
not necessarily imply causality. Bending and twisting are
both molecular responses to mechanical stimuli (37) and
might not be necessary steps toward activation. This implies
that external force may induce other activation pathways
that do not incorporate these conformational changes.
However, to fully verify whether there exists a causal
connection between bending/twisting and the activation
phenomenon, future experimental studies are required.

Our results suggest an easily achievable activation state
for an isolated a-actinin molecule, i.e., in the unbound state
to actin or any other molecule. The trajectory reveals which
degrees of freedom are crucial and need to be enhanced or
at least remain undisturbed. For instance, Fig. 3 shows
Biophysical Journal 103(10) 2050–2059
that activation initiates from bending the rod domain and
terminates by the full dissociation of the C-helix in the R4
spectrin repeat.

Here, we started from the inactive structure of a-actinin
but, due to the downhill behavior of the PMF, energy is
released upon activation and thus we suggest that no sig-
nificant work is required for activating the molecule. There-
fore, it is possible for a-actinin to bind to vinculin before
actin binding that may lead to vinculin activation as pro-
posed by Bois et al. Afterward, vinculin might stay bound
or dissociate depending on the direction and level of stress
transmitted from actin filaments. In other words, based on
our activation trajectory, we hypothesize that the presence
of mechanical stimuli may either give rise to or prevent
activation. An example of a situation that may inhibit acti-
vation involves restricting the movement of the CaM
domain farther from the rod domain. The CaM domain
directly interacts with the CH domains and thus actin
binding may strongly affect its motion. For instance, if
two parallel actin filaments cross-linked by a-actinins are
under a stress perpendicular to the filament axes, which
cause them to move away from one another, a-actinins are
stretched and aVBS is probably forced back to the rod
domain. This may change the free energy profile of the
system, i.e., pulling a-actinin out of the rod domain requires
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energy that might be provided by other focal adhesion
molecules such as zyxin or vinculin itself. A possible activa-
tion mechanism of a- in the bound state to actin may be
provoked by two sequential steps of stress application: 1)
a mechanical strain transmitted from ABDs attached to actin
filaments induce global conformational changes such as
bending in the rod domain, 2) and vinculin then forces
the CaM domain to move away from the rod domain result-
ing in aVBS exposure and stabilization in the new state. The
mechanical strain can result from the movement of actin
filaments bound to two ends of a-actinin. For instance, if
two parallel actin filaments move in opposite directions
parallel to their main axes, the force may then be transmitted
to the CaM domain, which leads to pulling the C-helix
out of the rod domain. Another scenario involves direct
a-actinin binding to integrin, suggesting that if the rod
domain is held close to the membrane while actins are
pushed away by actomyosin contraction, the CaM domain
is moved away from the rod domain and aVBS becomes
exposed. In both of these scenarios, vinculin may play an
important role. As actin-ABD linkage is exhausted and
trembled upon sustained stress, vinculin may come into
play to reinforce the interaction between the two. This is
done by first interacting with partially exposed aVBS and
further pulling it out, and then aVBS inserts itself into the
vinculin head and reorganizes this area causing a conforma-
tional change in the head domain, which leads to separation
of the tail domain. Furthermore, there are many other possi-
bilities for inducing stress in the a-actinin molecule that
may involve binding to other focal adhesion molecules as
well as movements of actin filaments. Consequently, the
presence of vinculin near aVBS prior and throughout the
aVBS activation may greatly contribute to activation and
stabilization of a-actinin in the bound state (Fig. 7). Conse-
quently, a-actinin still acts as a mechanosensor because
stress controls the function of the a-actinin molecule but
not in the way previously assumed.

One may ask: if activation releases energy, then why
is the crystal structure in the inactive state? The reason
may lie in the preparation and arrangement of a-actinin
FIGURE 8 Two possible mechanisms of vincu-

lin activation upon a-actinin binding are depicted.

(a) The starting structure of a-actinin is activated

as suggested by this study; therefore, vinculin has

a high affinity for binding. (b) The first activation

mechanism suggests that, after associating with

a-VBS, vinculin head undergoes conformational

changes that results in separation of the tail

domain. (c) Activated Vt then forms a strong inter-

action with actin filaments, reinforcing the interac-

tion between actin and a-actinin. (d) The second

mechanism suggests that vinculin associates with

F-actin applying stress to Vt, whereas the head

domain is attached to a-actinin. This leads to the

head-tail separation shown in (e).

Biophysical Journal 103(10) 2050–2059
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molecules in the experimental procedure done by Liu et al.
(46). a-Actinin molecules form a two-dimensional array
that may inhibit activation as a result of the stress that mole-
cules exert on each other in the mesh. Therefore, we cannot
conclude that the activation pathway is necessarily unique.
It is worth mentioning that the interaction between a-actinin
and vinculin was observed in an actin-free environment,
which implies at the very least that stress transmitted
from actin filaments is not necessary for vinculin binding
(Fig. 8, a–c) (44). Another possibility is that a-actinin
binding would not be sufficient for vinculin activation;
although, if vinculin is weakly associated with actin, forces
applied from both sides result in activation (Fig. 8, d–f).
Therefore, in this work we do not necessarily suggest that
vinculin becomes activated upon a-actinin binding but no
external agent is required for a-actinin association.

The PMF for aVBS activation was calculated using an
activation trajectory consistent with Bois et al. (9), and
some key interactions and conformational changes neces-
sary for activation have been marked. On the basis of those
results, we concluded that a-actinin could become activated
using the thermal energy and probably small biasing forces
in the order of kBT applied by binding partners such as vin-
culin itself. The activation process contributes to a-actinin
function within the cell only after the subsequent binding
of activated aVBS to vinculin. Do the suggested conforma-
tional changes presented here sufficiently allow vinculin to
bind aVBS? Does the activated aVBS bind vinculin via
a unique binding trajectory? These and similar questions
need to be investigated in future studies to understand the
impact of aVBS activation.
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